Parameter interpolation in speech synthesis.
A comparison has been made of the transition properties of six types of speech synthesizer parameters: serial resonance, prediction coefficients, reflection coefficients, area functions, parallel resonance, and, finally, a simple set of articulatory parameters. The first four synthesizers are formally equivalent and can be made to produce identical steady-state sounds (targets). The last two involve approximations, but achieve similar targets. Formant paths between targets will differ according to the parameter type used during interpolation. Each type was tested on nonsense words spanning a wide range of parameter values. Linear interpolation of synthesizer parameters was used to determine a path between target values. The resultant data were then converted to formant values and plotted as a spectrographic (frequency versus time) representation. Small differences in formant frequency (versus linear transitions of formant frequency and bandwidth) were common, and some quite large differences in formant bandwidths were observed in certain cases.